Welcome!!

Registration: any time  
Cost: $400 [Students $80] includes:  
- Conference materials  
- Banquet Dinner  
- Workshops  

Full paper submission: January 21, 2012 [download the format]

Detection Techniques- Lab Training  
For Students February 26  
Visualization & VVUQ Tools – Workshop by SCI, February 26

The main purpose of this conference continues to be the exchange of information in the field of nuclear material detection. Topics of interest are:

- Nuclear Safeguards  
- Nuclear Forensics  
- Passive Detection  
- Nuclear Data & Active Detection Technologies  
- Detector & Detector Materials  
- Network Systems & Algorithms  
- Active Interrogation  
- Artificial Intelligent in Homeland Security Applications  
- Advanced Computational Solutions for Nuclear Material Detections  
- Advanced Interactive Visualization Techniques of Interest to Material Detection for Homeland Security

Little America Hotel is located in the prime area of downtown Salt Lake, with easy access to the airport. Temple Square, headquarters of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, is only a few blocks away. Great restaurants, walking areas, and shopping are available within the minutes from the hotel, and is easily accessible on foot, by car, or on TRAX light rail. Eleven of Utah’s best ski resorts are located less than an hour’s drive from the hotel; discounted tickets are available at the hotel.

Come SCI with us!!